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Abstract 

A Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) test platform for planetary rovers was designed, fabricated and tested in 

the present work. The ability for planetary rover designers and mission planners to estimate the rover’s 

performance through software simulation is crucial. HIL testing can further the benefits of software 

simulations by allowing designers to incorporate hardware components within traditionally pure software 

simulations. This provides more accurate performance results without having access to all hardware 

components, as would be required for a full prototype testing.  

 

The test platform is designed with complete modularity such that different types of tests can be 

performed for varying types of planetary rovers and in different environments.  For demonstrating the 

operation of the test platform, however, the power system operation of a solar powered rover was 

examined. The system consists of solar panels, a solar charge controller, a battery, a DC/DC converter, a 

DC motor and a flywheel. In addition, a lighting system was designed to simulate the solar radiation 

conditions solar panels would experience throughout a typical day. On the software side, a library of 

component models was developed within MapleSim and model parameters were tuned to match the 

hardware on the test bench. A program was developed for real-time simulations within Labview allowing 

communication between hardware components and software models. This program consists of all the 

component models, hardware controls and data acquisitioning. The GUI of this program allows users to 

select which component is to be tested and which component is to be simulated, change model parameters 

as well as see real time sensor measurements for each component. A signal scaling technique based on 

non-dimensionalization is also presented, which can be used in an HIL application for obtain scaling 

factors to ensure dynamic similarity between two systems. 

 

A demonstration of power estimation was performed using the pure software model simulations as 

well as the pure hardware testing. Hardware components were then added into the software simulation 

progressively with results showing better accuracy as hardware is added. The rover’s power flow was also 

estimated under different load conditions and seasonal variation.  These simulations clearly demonstrate 

the effectiveness of an HIL platform for testing a rover’s hardware performance. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Project Background 

Space exploration has long been the subject of human fascination. With significant advances in 

technology, planetary rovers have been able to demonstrate their effectiveness for explorations on Mars 

and on the moon with successful rovers including the Soviet Union’s Lunokhod (1970), and NASA’s 

Sojourner (1996), Spirit (2003) and Opportunity (2003).  In the coming decades, more difficult terrains 

will be explored and path planning and power management will continue to play a primary role in the 

success of rover missions. 

A flexible and modular power management and path planning platform for planetary rovers is being 

developed at the University of Waterloo for the Canadian Space Agency. This platform will provide 

support to mission planners and designers by: 1) optimizing the trajectory based on the mission’s goal; 2) 

providing efficient and effective power management using multidisciplinary optimization; 3) providing a 

dynamic model of a rover to predict kinematic validity and energy usage; 4) providing hardware-in-the-

loop (HIL) testing; and 5) providing embedded simulation and animation capabilities.  

The path planning optimization module generates an optimal path based on the mission’s goal (minimal 

energy, minimal risk, minimal time, etc). The rover model can then capture the kinematics of the rover 

traveling through this path by providing information regarding the vehicle’s position, orientation, tilt and 

speed.  This information can be used as input to the HIL test platform since it directly affects the rover’s 

energy generation and consumption. HIL testing can provide insight on component and powertrain system 

performance, as well as serve as a validation tool for the path planning and power management 

optimization modules. While each section of this project was developed individually, their 

interconnectedness is evident. 

In the present work, the development of a hardware-in-the-loop test platform consisting of the main 

powertrain components on a planetary rover is described.   
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1.2 Problem Statement 

The ability to estimate a rover’s powertrain performance using computer generated models is invaluable. 

Software models allow for different design configurations to be compared by simply changing model 

connections and/or parameters. As well, the system’s performance can be examined over a range of 

conditions by simulating various environments. However, depending on the novelty or complexity of the 

component, the difference between the model results and the actual hardware’s performance can be 

significant, and thus full prototype testing is always required. Unfortunately, this requires a completed 

powertrain design, a rover prototype with all the powertrain components, as well as a test sandbox to 

simulate different terrain conditions.  Thus, this is usually performed later in the testing phase. A novel 

approach is required to bridge the gap between the design and testing phase such that designers can 

quickly make reasonable predictions regarding the power generation/storage/consumption capabilities of a 

rover, while having only some of the components required for a full prototype testing. 

 

1.3 Objectives 

The objective of this thesis is to design an HIL test platform that will allow designers to estimate the 

performance of hardware on a planetary rover throughout a mission day, before all hardware components 

are available. To demonstrate the concept, a test bench consisting of powertrain components loosely based 

on NASA’s Mars Exploration Rovers was developed. Concerning software, a library of mathematical 

models will be created consisting of the main powertrain components of a rover. The models will include 

the components’ interaction with its operating environment such as seasonal fluctuations of temperature 

and solar intensity, and the rover’s location, orientation, and tilt. This HIL test platform will allow for 

hardware to be added progressively into the simulation loop, with the idea that power flow estimation will 

become more accurate as more hardware components replace simplistic models in the simulation loop. A 

method for signal scaling must also be investigated to allow prototype components of different sizes to be 

tested. The rover model will be completely modular such that component parameters can be modified or 

component models can be replaced entirely to allow for design comparisons.  
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Chapter 2 

Background/Literature Review 

2.1 The Mars Exploration Rover Mission 

NASA’s Mars Global Surveyor was launched in November 1996 with the main goal of gathering 

observations of Mars over the course of one Martian year. While no evidence was found of liquid water 

on the surface, images taken from this orbiter provided clear signs that Mars had a wet past. So the 

question became whether or not a habitat suitable for life could have existed there. 

In an attempt to answer this question, NASA launched two spacecrafts in 2003, as a part of the Mars 

Exploration Rover (MER) mission, targeting sites on opposite sides of Mars that appeared to have been 

affected by liquid water in the past. After traveling over 300 million miles, the first spacecraft, carrying 

the rover “Spirit”, landed successfully on Jan 4, 2004. Twenty-one days later, the second spacecraft with 

the rover “Opportunity”, also landed successfully [1]. Spirit and Opportunity were the most recent rovers 

to successfully land on Mars and will be the rovers that the simulations for the present work will be 

loosely based. 

The primary objective of the rover missions was to characterize a wide range of rocks and soils to better 

understand past environmental conditions The two rovers were each designed to conduct geologic and 

atmospheric investigations for at least 90 Sols (93 earth days), and were expected to traverse a total 

distance of at least 600m [1].   

Both rovers are of similar construction. Each has six wheels, each with an independently controlled 

motor, connected to a rocker bogie suspension.  Instead of the typical spring suspension, the rocker bogie 

system uses two types of linkages, the “rocker” link and the “bogie” link. On each rover, there are two 

rockers connected to each other through a differential. When one rocker goes up the other goes down and 

the body maintains the average pitch angle of the two rockers. One end of a rocker is connected to a wheel 

and the other end is pivoted to a bogie link. The two bogie links have a wheel at each end. The rocker 

bogie suspension system has been the favored design for planetary rover due to its superior vehicle 

stability and obstacle climbing capability while providing high ground clearance. It has been used for both 

the Mars Pathfinder and Mars Exploration Rover missions. A computer generated model of the rover is 

shown in Figure 2-1. The rovers have a maximum speed of 50mm/s and an average speed of 10mm/s. 
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Each weighs 180 kg, and is 1.5m high, 2.3 m wide and 1.6 m long. The rovers are solar powered and use 

triple junction gallium arsenide solar cells which provide a maximum of 140W on Mars [2].  

A shell, lander and rover are contained in each spacecraft. The shell is a protective cover that is used to 

protect the lander and rover inside it from the intense heat as it travels to Mars. The lander is a tetrahedron 

shape shell, whose sides open like petals. Together with airbags, it protects the rover from the forces of 

impact as it makes contacts with the ground.  

Each spacecraft has three different batteries; primary, thermal and rechargeable.  The primary and 

thermal batteries are located in the shell and lander. These are used to support the entry; descent and 

landing operations.  The rechargeable battery is located in the rover and will aid in the launch, correct 

anomalies for cruise and support surface operations once it reaches Mars. Once Martian grounds are 

reached, the role of the rechargeable lithium-ion batteries is solely to support surface operations. The 

rechargeable battery has been designed to be a 30V, 600Wh system, with two parallel batteries (for a 

certain degree of redundancy), each of eight 10Ah cell in series.  In order to maintain the rechargeable 

battery at moderate temperatures (-20 to 30 C), the battery is housed in a warm electronics box. 

 

Figure 2-1 NASA's Mars Exploration Rover [2] 

Rocker 

Bogie 

Solar Array 

Instrumentation 

Arm 
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To explain the surface operations of these rovers, a typical day on Mars will be described. Since the 

rover is solar powered, it “sleeps” when the sun is not available. Even though there are batteries on the 

rover, the batteries were not designed to provide power for full operation of the rover throughout the 

night. It does however; provide power during the night to crucial components such as heaters to ensure 

that all instruments and components are within their operating temperature range. The batteries also 

provide power during the day when the power demand exceed the power generation due to sudden high 

load (e.g. obstacle climbing, instrumentation, etc) or a sudden decrease in the incoming solar energy 

caused by a cloud, dust storms or other events.  

The rover begins each day by being “awakened” by an onboard alarm clock, and completes unfinished 

chores from the previous day’s instructions.  Communication with Earth is limited to twice a day for 

about one to two hours each because it uses the Deep Space Network, which is shared with other users. 

The first communication occurs when the Earth emerges above the Martian horizon. At this time, the 

rover receives a new set of commands for the day ahead with tasks such as crossing Martian terrain, 

approaching a rock, examining a rock target, taking images of surroundings, etc.  While the rover is 

working, it records the data to be sent back. Not all information is sent directly to the Earth. Information 

can be sent to orbiters circling Mars, which in turn, directs the information back. As previously 

mentioned, when solar radiation is no longer available, main operations of the rover are stopped. 

However, performance of minor nighttime operations, such as transferring data to orbiters, continues. 

Back on Earth, scientists and engineers analyze the new information and formulate a new list of 

commands for the next Martian morning. 

Understanding a rover’s power usage is crucial to support surface operations in  mobility, 

communication,  and the various other instruments including a panoramic camera, two remote sensing 

instruments (a mini-thermal emission spectrometer and a mid-IR point spectrometer), and a number of in-

situ pay-load elements (a Mossbauer spectrometer, an alpha-particle X-ray spectrometer, a microscopic 

imager, and a rock-abrasion tool) located at the end of a 5 degree of freedom arm [3].  Table 2-1 

summarizes the power utilization for surface operations of the MER rovers on Mars [3].  
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Table 2-1 MER Rover Power Utilization 

Activity Power (W) 

Orbiter Communication 
CPU & I/O 19 

transmission 55 

Lander relay 

communication 

CPU & I/O 19 

transmission 10 

Drilling 
CPU & I/O 19 

peak motor 33 

Imaging 
CPU & I/O 23 

cameras 6 

Raman Spectrometer 
11 

APXS (Alpha- Proton- X-Ray Spectrometer) 

1.4 

nightime spectrometer 
2.3 

daily housekeeping engineering (Whr) 
141 

nighttime operations (Whr) 
75 

 

2.2 The Planet Mars 

Mars is unique as it is the only other planet in our solar system where surface-based meteorological 

stations can survive. Mars is also the only other planet where humans might be able to survive [4].   

Mars is often described as “the Red Planet” due to the iron oxide on its surface which gives it its reddish 

appearance. Mars has surface features similar to Earth with volcanoes, valleys, deserts and polar ice caps. 

Because it has a comparable rotational axis tilt to Earth, Mars also experiences seasonal temperature 

changes. However, since it takes Mars almost twice as long to orbit the Sun, its seasons last longer. 

Additionally, with greater distance from the Sun, the average seasonal temperatures are significantly 

colder on Mars than on Earth. On a warm summer afternoon near the Martian equator, where the two 

MER rovers landed, the surface temperature can occasionally climb to 65° F (18°C). At the same location, 

the temperature at sunset will have dropped to below freezing and during the night can plunge to more 
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than 100 degrees below zero F(-73°C )[5]. These large diurnal temperature variations are common on 

Mars due to the low thermal inertia of the surface and the atmosphere.  

Compared to the Earth, Mars’ upper atmosphere receives much lower solar intensity due to its greater 

distance (1.5 times greater) from the Sun. In difference to Earth, however, the atmosphere of Mars is quite 

thin, leading to a much lower reduction in solar irradiation at the Martian surface caused by the absorption 

and scattering of the direct solar beam by molecules in the atmosphere. This leads to an overall lower but 

comparable amount of solar radiation on Mars in comparison to Earth. 

A Mars solar day has a mean period of 24 hours 39 minutes 35.244 seconds. Following the long-

standing practice originally adopted in 1976 by the Viking Lander missions, the daily variation of Mars 

solar time is reckoned in terms of a "24-hour" clock, representing a 24-part division of the planet's solar 

day[6]. The surface gravity on Mars is 3.71 m/s
2
 [7], accordingly the power usage due to mobility is lower 

on Mars in comparison to Earth.   

Mar’s orbital eccentricity (0.09) is more pronounced in comparison to that of Earth’s (0.016). Thus, a 

seasonal index called the areocentric longitude of the sun, Ls, is commonly used to measure the apparent 

seasonal advance of the Sun at Mars. In the northern hemisphere, an Ls value of 0°-90°, 90°-180°, 180°-

270°,270°-360° corresponds to the seasons spring, summer, fall and winter respectively[6]. Seasons in 

Mars are on average about twice as long as on Earth (corresponding to the greater length of the Martian 

year). Table 2-2 summarizes the seasonal duration on Mars. 

Table 2-2 Mars Seasonal Duration 

Areocentric 

Longitude of the 

Sun (Ls in deg) 

Season 

Duration of the 

season 

Northern 

Hemisphere 

Southern 

hemisphere 

Martian 

days 

Terrestrial 

days 

0 - 90  Spring  Autumn 194 199 

90 - 180  Summer Winter 178 183 

180-270 Autumn Spring 143 147 

270-360 Winter Summer 154 158 
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2.3 Hardware-in-the-Loop Background 

With the mission’s objectives in mind, engineers design the rover configuration and size the components 

with the help of simulation tools. Standard component testing then takes place which is useful to ensure 

that the components meet specific requirements. This step is crucial in determining its feasibility. For 

example, the Mars Exploration Rovers’ (MER) rechargeable battery must provide sufficient cycle life of 

at least 90 sols on the surface of Mars, because the rovers were designed to operate for 90 sols. They must 

also operate over a wide temperature range, withstand long storage periods, operate in an inverted 

orientation and support high current pulses [8]. As previously mentioned, the battery not only provides 

power for surface operations but also assists in the launch. Thus, the ability to operate in an inverted 

orientation and support high current pulses for firing pyro events during launch are necessary. Component 

testing ensures its operation, but provides little information regarding the performance of a rover’s 

powertrain system as a whole, or its interaction between components and the environment. Accordingly, 

the components are put on a test bench or a rover prototype for system level testing. 

At the Computer History Museum, Pete Theisinger, the manager of the Mars Exploration Rover 

Project, gave a lecture outlining the design and testing process as well as the challenges faced in 

developing the twin rovers [9].  One of the challenges he explained was that during the system testing 

phase, it was discovered that the power needed, as predicted by computer simulations, was less than the 

actual power requirement, and that a larger solar array area was needed. A structural redesign at this stage 

would delay the project, and so hinges were added to the solar arrays on the MER allowing the extra area 

to fold up to fit sizing requirements.  

Computer simulation is an attractive option in lieu of having all rover hardware available. However, the 

results can be made more accurate if hardware can be added to the simulation loop as it becomes 

available. Hardware in the Loop (HIL) simulation is a form of real-time simulation. Unlike pure software 

simulations however; it enables the interaction of virtual computer-based simulation models of a system 

with actual components of the system in real time.  This method is being used in numerous disciplines 

because it permits the inclusion of components that are either not yet available or for which accurate 

computer models do not yet exist. HIL systems have been employed for decades by designers and test 

engineers to evaluate novel hardware or software within a system during development of new systems. 

Some of the industries currently using HIL systems include automotive, aerospace, aviation, robotics and 

power electronics [10][11][12][13][14]. 
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Instead of testing hardware components in a complete system setup after all the parts are designed and 

prototypes are built, the physical component being tested are connected to software models that simulate 

the rest of the plant, and responds to the simulated signals as though they were operating in the real 

system, essentially creating a virtual reality for the component under test. In this manner, designers will be 

able to validate system performance with a virtual test vehicle, "driving" it through extensive simulated 

test terrains without leaving the lab. In addition, testing and simulation with the actual rover hardware in a 

simulation loop would be an effective way to detect and prevent unnecessary malfunctions of hardware. 

The ability to design and test power components of a rover in parallel with the development of the rest of 

the rover is a major advantage.   

Traditional software-only simulation contains modeling errors. Construction of a rover prototype is 

costly, time-consuming and most importantly, cannot be done at the design stage. HIL testing is a method 

to bridge the gap between simulation and final system construction. It increases the realism of the 

simulation and provides access to hardware features currently not available in the software-only 

simulation.  
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Chapter 3 

Hardware-in-the-Loop Test Platform 

The proposed test platform allows for the incorporation of a planetary rover’s hardware components 

within a software simulation.  The platform is completely modular such that it can be used for a variety of 

testing. For example, one can use HIL testing to estimate the power of a rover throughout a mission day, 

before all the hardware components are available by using the associated software models to substitute the 

components which are not yet available. In addition to power level estimation, the HIL testing can be used 

to validate the power management optimization algorithm by comparing the energy usage throughout a 

given drive cycle for various powertrain configurations or designs. As well, it can be used as an extension 

to the path planning optimization module by determining the feasibility of a rover traversing through the 

optimal path generated by the optimization algorithm. Lastly, component testing can be performed on this 

platform.  

To design such a testing platform, a library of mathematical models of powertrain components is 

required and a physical test bench with the hardware components must be designed. Users should be able 

to select which components are to be tested from the library and which are to be simulated. Sensors are 

required to evaluate hardware performance and a method must be established to ensure real time 

simulation. Also, a graphical user interface is needed to allow users to modify model parameters, select 

test hardware and view real time response of each component. The remainder of this chapter describes the 

hardware components that are on the test bench.  

The test bench is made up of the main powertrain components: solar arrays, solar charge controller, DC 

DC converter, batteries and an electric motor. In addition to the main power components in a space rover, 

the setup consists of a lighting system to simulate solar input to the solar panels, a flywheel to simulate 

the rover’s inertia as well as a load simulator which acts as a sink to simulate the power consumed by 

auxiliary components on the rover (e.g. scientific instrumentation, communication, onboard heaters etc). 

Figure 3-1 shows a schematic of the setup. 
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Figure 3-1 Schematic Diagram of Hardware 

Note: These main power components are presented to demonstrate how hardware components can be 

added to a software simulation loop for rover performance testing and do not reflect actual hardware used 

in a rover.  

3.1 Solar Arrays 

The solar arrays used on Spirit and Opportunity were triple-junction solar arrays. The use of these 

specialized high efficient solar cells was crucial to the mission due to the rovers’ weight and dimensional 

constraints.  Fortunately, such constraints are not important for the test bench. Thus, single junction solar 

panels are selected as opposed to triple junction solar panels. Two single-junction solar panels are 

connected in parallel and used in this test bench. Each panel consists of 36 polycrystalline silicon cells 

connected in series and has a maximum rated power of 80W. The technical specifications for this device 

can be found in Appendix A.   

3.2 Lighting System 

Due to variations in solar radiation, an indoor lighting system will be used to energize the solar panels.  

This will result in highly reproducible conditions and results as well as a significant reduction in test time. 

An irradiation model (which will be discussed in Chapter 4) was used to predict a maximum irradiation 

level of 545W/m
2
 on Martian surface at the location Opportunity landed. At the time of design, it was 

determined that the power required to match the energy output of lamps to that of the Sun would be 

remarkably high (~11kW). It was thus decided that the irradiation profile generated by the model will be 

scaled down for testing.  The power generated will be reduced accordingly, however, the lighting system 
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signal. For example, if a PWM signal has a 10 ms period and its pulses are 4 ms long, that signal is said to 

have a 40 percent duty cycle.  In this case, a supply of 12V will result in a 4.8V output.  By modifying the 

duty cycle of the PWM, the output of the lighting system can be controlled. A National Instrument 

multifunction data acquisition card was used to generate the PWM signals. See Appendix A for the circuit 

diagram of the control box.   

Once the lighting system was set up, the irradiation levels were measured using a pyranometer (See 

Section 3.6). By varying the duty cycle, ten different light intensity levels were produced and their 

irradiation levels were recorded.  This process was repeated four times with the location of the 

pyranometer being varied each time. The pyranometer was placed at the center and top left corner of the 

first solar panel, as well as the center and bottom right corner of the second solar panel. This was done to 

ensure that a similar level of light was received at different locations of the panels. The results at the four 

locations were averaged and a relationship between the duty cycle and irradiation level was developed 

(Figure 3-3). The relationship  

� = .0024� + .086 
(3-1) 

where x is the duty cycle and y is the irradiation level, was then used to determine the duty cycle for the 

PWM lighting control. In addition, from Figure 3-3, it can be seen that the maximum irradiation that the 

lighting system can provide is 370W/m
2

.  The irradiation profile generated by the model will thus be 

scaled down by 30%. 
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Figure 3-3 PWM Lighting Control Calibration 

3.3 Battery 

As previously mentioned, three types of batteries were used for the MER missions. In this work, only the 

rechargeable batteries will be considered since it is the sole battery supporting surface operations once it 

reaches Martian grounds. 

Spirit and Opportunity each utilized Li ion rechargeable batteries. These cells were chosen as the energy 

storage device based on their high specific energy, excellent performance characteristics at low 

temperatures, high discharge rate capability, long life cycle, good storage characteristics and good pulse 

capability.  

For the purpose of demonstrating the hardware in the loop test platform, an off-the-shelf MotoMaster 

rechargeable lead acid battery was used in the test bench. The battery operates at 12 volts with a capacity 

of 10 amp hours (See Appendix A for specifications).  It is connected to the solar array through a 12V 

30A solar charge controller (See Appendix A for specifications) to prevent the batteries from being 

overcharged by the solar array as well as to prevent the reverse flow of current back into the solar array.   

3.4 Motor and Flywheel 

The MER rovers each employ six traction motors. However, for demonstration purposes, this test bench 

will only consist of one motor driving a flywheel to simulate the rover’s inertia. This setup will provide a 

good conceptual and visual representation of the load required to move a rover of a certain mass. A 24 V, 
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5HP DC shunt wound drive motor was used on this test bench (See Appendix A for specifications) to 

drive a flywheel with an inertia of 3.994 kg m
2
. A TSX controller was used to provide speed control for 

the motor (See Appendix A for specifications). Figure 3-4 shows the battery, controllers, motor and 

flywheel setup in the lab 

 

Figure 3-4 Battery, Controllers, Motor, Flywheel Setup 

 

This representation does not account for the extra power consumed to overcome rolling resistance 

generated at the tire-soil interface or elevation changes. In order to include these effects, the dynamic 

model of a planetary rover, created by Dr. Orang Vahid [15], can be used. The model was created for a six 

wheeled rover with a rocker bogie suspension, like Spirit and Opportunity.  A terrain was modeled 

including features such as hills and soil materials. The terrain was developed by interpolation of some 

randomly chosen waypoints. For the simulations, the surface gravity of Mars (3.71m/s
2
) was used.  In this 

model, the normal and shear stress distribution in the wheel-soil contact area was calculated based on the 

wheel sinkage and slip ratio using the Bekker Formula. The forces acting on each wheel as well as its 
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torque and speed was then calculated.  The power consumption of the rover as it traverses through a 

selected path can then be determined knowing the wheel speed and required torque. Refer to [15] for 

details of the dynamic model. 

An additional motor can be added to the end of the flywheel (opposite the traction motor) to simulate this 

extra resistance due to the soil property and elevation changes. However, at the time of experimentation, 

an additional motor was not available.  As an alternative, the power consumption calculated by the 

dynamic model can be lumped with the auxiliary power and simulated as an electronic load using the load 

simulator.  

3.5 Load Simulator/ National Instrument PXI 

An 1800W Sorensen load simulator will be used to simulate the electronic load of instrumentation 

and communication on a rover. When the motor-flywheel assembly is not used, the load simulator 

will also be utilized to simulate the power consumption related to the mobility of the rover. In the DC 

mode, the load simulator provides a range of 0-9A with 2.25mA resolution and an accuracy of 

±0.5%.  Connectivity is made with National Instruments hardware via a GPIB cable. See Appendix A 

for specifications of load simulator.  

The data acquisition system (DAQ) utilized National Instruments hardware and software (LabVIEW 

version 2009 and LabVIEW RealTime). Real-time programs were developed in LabVIEW Real-Time on 

a host computer (Windows XP, 2 GHz ). At runtime, the programs are sent over Ethernet to run on a 

hardware target which is an embedded computer (NI 8187, 2.5 GHz, LabVIEW RT booting). While the 

program runs, interaction with the front panel controls and indicators is available. The embedded 

computer and various interface cards (PXI 6229 and 6259) were installed in a NI PXI 1010 chassis. All 

outputs were interfaced with the embedded computer using NI hardware. The individual sensors (mV and 

V signals) were converted to engineering units using calibration factors input into the LabVIEW program 

and this data was recorded onto the embedded computer hardrive. The raw data was recovered from the 

DAQ computer back to the host computer for analysis. Figure 3-5 shows the NI PXI, load simulator and 

host computer setup in the lab. A pinout diagram describing the channels used for each input and output 

on this test bench is provided in Appendix D. 
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Figure 3-5 NI PXI, Load Simulator and Host Computer Setup 

 

3.6 Sensors 

A key factor of a HIL test platform is the ability to monitor the performance of the hardware components 

which can be achieved using sensors. The parameters of interest in this report include the irradiation, 

temperature, current, voltage and motor speed.  A brief description of the sensors used on this test bench 

is provided below: 

Pyranometer 

To measure the input of the solar panels (light source), irradiance must be measured. Solar irradiance 

measurements were made using a silicon-cell pyranometer sensor manufactured by Apogee Instruments, 

SP-110. 
 

The pyranometer was calibrated by the manufacturer to measure total shortwave radiation. It has a 

narrower response range in comparison to pyranometers designed to measure solar intensity and more 

closely mimics the response range of PV cells. Thus, they were a suitable choice for this application. The 
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spectral response of the selected pyranometer is shown in Figure 3-6. The pyranometer was calibrated to 

5.00 W m
-2

 per mV. The accuracy of the irradiance data from the sensor was estimated by the 

manufacturer to be ±5%.  See Appendix A for specifications. Real time data is recorded using this sensor 

for each test to verify the irradiation level that the solar panels are experiencing.
 

 

Figure 3-6 Spectral Response of Apogee Pyranometer [16] 

Thermocouple 

The test setup does not incorporate temperature control; however temperature readings were taken at the 

beginning of each test. This is important to ensure that tests were performed on days with similar 

temperatures so that comparisons can be made between different tests. Two K type thermocouples were 

used; one was placed between the two solar panels while another was placed away from the test setup for 

ambient temperature readings. See Appendix A for specifications.  

Voltage and Current Sensor 

Voltage and current sensors were used at different parts of the system; after the solar panels, charge 

controller, DC DC converter and the battery. The voltage sensor measures voltage from -30V to +30V and 

has a reported maximum error of ±2%. The following formula as provided by the manufacturer was used 

to translate the sensor value into a differential voltage. 

!��""�#��	�
 = (��%&'�!()*� − 2.5)/0.069 
(3-2) 
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The current sensor measures DC from -30A to +30A and has a reported maximum output error of ±5%. 

The following formula as provided by the manufacturer was used to translate the sensor value into current 

is  

0*���%1 = 2��%&'�!()*�15.1515 4 − 37.3087 (3-3) 

Eqn. (3-2) and Eqn.(3-3) were used within the LabVIEW program (described in Chapter 5). See 

Appendix A for specifications of sensors. 

 Encoder 

An optical incremental shaft encoder was used to measure the shaft angular position and speed. The 

encoder had a resolution of 2000 counts per revolution. It is mounted on the shaft of the flywheel. See 

Appendix A for the encoder specifications and pin-out. 
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Chapter 4 

Modeling 

A library of mathematical models for powertrain components and the environment was created for the 

HIL test platform. The models described in this chapter reflect the hardware components found on the test 

bench. As more components are added to the library, different rovers can be simulated (e.g. a rover 

powered by radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTGs) instead of solar panels).  

4.1 Environment 

Planetary environments impose significant constraints on the design and operability of an autonomous 

rover. One of the main constraints for a solar powered planetary rover is solar radiation. Data on solar 

radiation is not readily available and thus will be estimated based on planetary ephemeris as well as 

optical depth data collected by NASA’s Viking Lander 1 and 2.  

4.1.1 Irradiation 

For solar powered rovers, the output of the solar arrays is the main operational constraint on the amount of 

power available for science operations throughout the day. A solar powered rover must evaluate the 

energy cost of its operating path and determine the effect of the time of travel on the orientation of its 

solar array relative to the sun in the sky. Several factors need to be considered: the visibility and strength 

of sunlight, the solar panel configuration, and the changing orientation of those panels with respect to the 

sun. The apparent motion of the sun over time in a particular location combined with terrain maps will 

indicate whether or not the sun will be visible at a given location, and at which angle the sunlight will be 

incident on the panels. A procedure was presented by J.Appelbaum[17] to calculate the diurnal and daily 

variation of solar radiation on Mars. The described method was used for the design of the Pathfinder’s 

photovoltaic arrays. This method was implemented within MapleSim to estimate the available solar 

radiation experienced by a tilted surface on Mars.  

Solar Irradiance at top of Mars Atmosphere 

Solar radiation at the top of the Martian atmosphere varies by the location of Mars in its orbit and is 

composed entirely of direct beam radiation. The beam irradiance is given by the inverse square law  
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�78 = ��9 ( 4-1) 

where S is the solar constant at the mean Sun-Mars distance, S=590 W/m
2
 and r is the instantaneous Sun-

Mars distance in astronomical units (AU) (1 AU is 1 Astronomical unit = mean Sun-Earth distance 

=1.496 x 10
8 
km) 

� = (1 − �9)1 + �:'&� ( 4-2) 

Where e is Mar’s orbital eccentricity e=0.093377 and θ=Ls-248° where Ls is the areocentric longitude.  

From Eqn. ( 4-1) and Eqn. ( 4-2), the instantaneous beam irradiance can be expressed as 

�78 = 590 [1 + �:'&(<� − 248°)]9
(1 − �9)9  ( 4-3) 

Irradiance at top of Mars Atmosphere on a Horizontal Surface 

The beam irradiance on a horizontal surface is  

�78? = �78 cos(C) 
( 4-4) 

where z is the zenith angle of the incident solar radiation given by  

cos(C) = sin(∅) sin(�) + cos(∅) cos(�) cos (�) 
( 4-5) 

where  

∅ = latitude, � = declination angle, � = hour angle measured from the true noon westward 

The solar declination angle is given by 

sin(�) = sin(�7) sin(<�) 
( 4-6) 

where �7 = 24.936 is the Mars obliquity of rotation axis. 

The hour angle can then be calculated by � = 15H − 180 where T is defined as the Mars solar time T 

(a 24-part division of the planet’s solar day).   For a given latitude, Gobh is a function of Ls (daily variation) 

and T (diurnal variation) 
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Solar Irradiation on a Horizontal Surface in Mars 

Solar radiation reaches the Mar's surface either by being transmitted directly through the atmosphere 

("direct solar radiation"), or by being scattered to the surface ("diffuse sky radiation"). The solar 

irradiance components on a horizontal surface can be described by  

�? = �8? + ��? 
( 4-7) 

where �?is the total irradiance on a horizontal surface, �8?is the direct beam irradiance on a horizontal 

surface and ��?is the diffuse irradiance on a horizontal surface.   

In addition to the Mars-Sun distance and solar zenith angle, the opacity (optical depth) and surface 

albedo of the Martian atmosphere must also be factored in to obtain the irradiance on the surface of Mars.  

Optical Depth τ 

Optical depth is a measure of the visual or optical thickness the atmosphere (dust, smoke layers etc) or 

the reduction of light/ energy transmitted through the atmosphere due to interactions with particles. It is an 

important factor to the variation of the solar radiation on the Martian surface and is non-dimensional. 

Large values of opacity correspond to global storms.  When no dust storms are present, optical depth is 

typically about 0.5[17].  NASA’s VL1 and 2 collected daily opacity levels for one Martian year 

(Appendix B) and this data will be used for the model. Note: Opacity is assumed to remain constant 

throughout the day. 

Surface Albedo 

Surface albedo is a measure of how strongly solar radiation is reflected by the surface. Measured from 

space, it gives an indication of a planet’s surface and atmospheric reflection and absorption. For this 

model, the albedo behavior of Mars as measured by the Viking IRTM instruments will be used and are 

presented in Appendix B. The measured albedo ranges from 0.15 to 0.425 and has a mean of about 

0.27[17].  

Calculations were done by Pollock [18] to determine the net solar flux at varying optical depth, solar 

zenith angle and surface albedo (Appendix B). For surface albedo values between 0.1 and 0.4, 

interpolation was used. The global irradiance Gh on a horizontal surface can be determined using the 

normalized net solar flux function f(z,τ, al) in the following equation 
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�? = �78 cos(C) I(C, �, ())1 − ()  ( 4-8) 

where al is the albedo. 

The direct beam irradiance on a surface normal to the solar rays can be calculated using Beer’s law 

which relates �8 to the optical depth of the intervening atmospheric haze.  

�8 = �78exp [−�N(C)] 
( 4-9) 

where m(z) is the air mass determined by the zenith angle z and can be approximated for zenith angles up 

to about 80 degrees by  

N(C) ≅ 1cos (C) ( 4-10) 

The direct beam irradiance on a horizontal surface can then be approximated as  

�8? = �78cos (z)exp [− �cos (C)] ( 4-11) 

The diffuse sky irradiation on a horizontal surface can then be back calculated  

��? = �? − �8? 
( 4-12) 

Solar Irradiation on a Tilted Surface in Mars 

If the terrain of Mars was perfectly flat the above formulae could be used. However, sloped terrain, 

rocks and ditches are common on Mars and thus equations for a tilted surface must be used. Instead of just 

direct solar radiation and diffuse sky radiation, the radiation reflected off the ground must also be 

accounted for to obtain the total solar irradiation on a tilted surface (Figure 4-1). The total solar irradiance 

on a tilted surface can be described by  

�	 = �8	 + ��	 + �#	 
( 4-13) 

where �	is the total irradiance on a tilted surface, �8	 is the beam irradiance on a tilted surface, ��	  is the 

diffuse irradiance on a tilted surface and �#	is the reflected irradiance on a tilted surface. 
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Figure 4-1 Solar Irradiation for a Tilted Surface [19] 

Shape Factor 

The shape factor for the tilted surface with respect to the sky and surrounding ground is 
QRSTU (V)9  and 

QWSTU (V)9  respectively, where β is the angle of the tilted surface to the horizontal.  

Assuming isotropic distribution of diffuse radiation over the sky, the diffuse and reflected components can 

be described as  

��	 = �� QRSTU (V)9  , �#	 = X(�8? + ��?) QWSTU (V)9  ( 4-14) 

In reality, the distribution of diffuse radiation is anisotropic. However, for most engineering calculations, 

it is acceptable to consider the distribution of the diffuse radiation to be isotropic [20]. 

The direct beam irradiation on a tilted surface can be calculated by  

�8	 = �8Y8 
( 4-15) 

where Y8 is the ratio of the beam irradiation on a tilted surface to that on a horizontal surface.  

For a tilted surface facing south (� = 0°), 

Y8 = sin(�) sin(∅ − �) + cos(�) cos(��′) cos (∅ − �)sin(∅) sin(�) + cos(∅) :'&(�):'&(��′)  ( 4-16) 

where � is the horizontal angle between south and the direction the tilted surface is facing (surface 

azimuth angle) and ��′ is the sunset hour angle for a tilted surface which is given by  
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��[ = N\%[��, cosWQ(− tan(∅ − β) tan (δ)] 
( 4-17) 

For tilted surfaces facing any other direction,  

Y8 = acos(�) sin(�) sin(∅) b180 (��� − ��#) − sin(�) cos(∅) sin(�) cos(�) b180 (��� − ��#)
+ cos(�) cos(�) sin(∅) sin(�) (sin(���) − sin (��#))
+ cos (�)sin (�)sin (�)(cos (���) − cos (��#))c
/ d2 cos(∅) cos(�) sin(��) + b180 ��sin (∅)sin (�)e 

( 4-18) 

 

If γ<0, 

��# = −N\% f��, :'&WQ g(hi + √h9 − i9 + 1)h9 + 1 kl 
��� = N\% f��, :'&WQ g(hi − √h9 − i9 + 1)h9 + 1 kl 

( 4-19) 

 

 

If γ>0, 

��# = −N\% f��, :'&WQ gmhi − √h9 − i9 + 1nh9 + 1 kl 

��� = N\% f��, :'&WQ g(hi + √h9 − i9 + 1)h9 + 1 kl 

( 4-20) 

where  

h = STU (∅)Uop(q)rsp (V) + Uop (∅)rsp (q)  ,    i = tan (�) tSTU (∅)rsp (q) − Uop (∅)Uop(q)rsp (V)u ,  �� = :'&WQ(− tan(∅) tan(�)) 

Clearly, both the orientation � and tilt � of the rover affect the irradiation experienced by solar panels 

on a rover. These values would be generated by simulating a dynamic model of a rover traversing through 

a path. However, a dynamic rover model is outside the scope of this thesis and thus reasonable values will 

be generated and used for simulation purposes.  
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It should be noted that the calculated solar irradiation using this model is based on data from less than 

two Martian years, and thus corresponds to short-term data. Also, opacity data were obtained from two 

locations (VL1 is located at 22.3°N and 47.9°W, VL2 is located at 47.7°N and 225.7°W). As such, the 

calculated data may be representative only of latitudes close to the landers’ sites.   

MapleSim Model 

Given a specific latitude and Ls, the model which was implemented in MapleSim 4 (See Appendix C 

for full model) will output the diurnal variation in solar irradiation. This output is used in two scenarios. If 

solar panels are available for the HIL simulation, this output will be used to control the intensity of the 

halogen lamps. Otherwise, it is used as the input to the solar panel model described in the next section to 

predict the power generation.  

Using this model, the diurnal variation was generated for a latitude of 22.3deg on a clear day and 

various key factors were varied to show their effects on the irradiation profile. As expected, the solar 

panels would experience less irradiation during the winter months both in intensity as well as duration 

(Figure 4-2).  

 

Figure 4-2 Seasonal Effect on Diurnal Irradiation Profile 

Note that from Chapter 3, the maximum irradiation that our lighting system can provide is 370W/m
2
. 

However, this irradiation model predicts a maximum irradiation level of 545W/m
2
 during a summer day 
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on Mars. Therefore, the irradiation profiles generated by the model will be scaled down by 30% for 

testing.  

Figure 4-3 shows the effects on the irradiation profile as the vehicle undergoes a linear orientation 

change throughout the day while on a tilt. Note that when the vehicle has no tilt, the orientation has no 

effect on the irradiation profile. 

 

Figure 4-3 Effects of Vehicle Orientation on Irradiation Profile 
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Figure 4-4 shows the effect on the irradiation profile as the vehicle undergoes tilting motion in a 

sinusoidal pattern. 

 

Figure 4-4 Effect of Vehicle Tilt on Irradiation Profile 

 

4.1.2 Temperature 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, large temperature variations are common on Mars, with an average diurnal 

range of approximately 50 K. This large diurnal temperature variation affects the operation and 

performance of the powertrain components and will thus be considered in the modeling. To date, the 

results from the Viking experiments provide a most complete view of temperature on Mars and are 

presented in Appendix B.  

4.2 Solar Array 

4.2.1 Model 

For the test setup, single junction cells were used since we were not concerned with weight and panel 

dimensional sizing. Accordingly, a single junction solar panel was modeled. An ideal PV cell can be 

modeled by a current source Ipv in parallel with a diode Id [21].  
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v���
 = vwx − v� 
( 4-21) 

Ipv is the current generated by the incident light. It varies with the solar irradiation and is also 

influenced by the temperature as described in the following equation. 

vwx = (vwx,� + yz(H − H�)) ��� ( 4-22) 

where G (watts/m
2
) is the irradiation on the device surface, Gn is the nominal irradiation, Ipv,n (amperes) is 

the light generated current at the nominal condition (usually 298K and 1000W/m2), KI is the short circuit 

current temperature coefficient, T is the temperature in K of the p-n junction, and Tn is the nominal 

temperature in K.  

Using the nominal short circuit current Isc,n provided by manufacturer datasheets, Ipv,n can be obtained 

by v{|,� = (}~R}�)}{ v���. The assumption Isc ≈ Ipv is generally used in the modeling of PV devices since in 

practical devices the series resistance is low and the parallel resistance is high[21]. 

Since the angle of incident of irradiation varies throughout the day, the solar cell’s directional response 

characteristics are important in determining the cell’s performance. A simplistic approach can be used to 

estimate the effects that the angle of incident irradiance has on solar cells by considering the solar rays 

penetrating the transparent cover of the cell and the percentage being absorbed by the cell itself. This can 

be represented by the following formula  

� = ��������	 ∗ cos(��������	) × ��
��(��������	) × ���

(��������	) 
(4-23) 

Where Gincident is the incident irradiance in W/m
2

 , ��������	 is the angle of incidence in radians, � is the 

transmissivity of the glass and � is the absorbtivity of the solar cell.  

From Eqn. (4-23), it can be seen that both the transmissivity and absorbtivity is a function of the incident 

angle. Transmissivity of a glass (with a refractive index of 1.5) of a solar array as a function of angle of 

incidence was calculated by Shurcliff [22]. It was shown that for angles 0°-20°, the transmissivity is 

essentially constant, from 20°-56°, the transmissivity decreases at a rate of approximiately 0.0015/°. For 

larger angles, the transmissivity is decreased significantly, reaching a value of 0 at 90°. Absorptivity of a 

silicon solar cell was determined as a function of the angle of incidence by Santbergen [23]. In his work, it 

was found that for angles of incidence between 0° to 60°, the absorptivity is more or less constant. For 
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larger values of angle of incidence however, the absorptivity of the cell decreases significantly, to a value 

of 0 at 90°.  

Using Eqn. (4-23), this model is capable of estimating the PV cell’s directional response 

characteristics.  However, since the lamps on the test bench were in fixed positions, constant values of 

��������	, ��
��and ���

  were used in the simulations so that results from the hardware testing can be 

compared to the simulation results. 

Id is the current through the diode and can be found using the Shockley diode equation 

v� = v7[��� 2 �!(�H4 − 1] ( 4-24) 

where q is the electron charge = 1.60217646 x 10
-19

 C, k is the Boltzmann constant = 1.3806503 x 10
-23

 

J/K), and a is the diode ideality constant. 

Io is the diode saturation current and can be described by 

IT = IUS,p + K�∆T
exp 2VTS,p + K�∆TaVr 4 − 1 ( 4-25) 

where Isc,n is the nominal short circuit current, Voc,n is the nominal open circuit voltage, Kv is the open-

circuit voltage temperature coefficient, and Vr = �����  and ∆T = T − Tp. 

When charged by the sun, a solar cell only generates a small voltage. To produce useful DC voltages, 

the cells are connected together in series. Practical PV panels are composed of an array of several 

connected PV cells.  Cells connected in series provide greater output voltages while cells connected in 

parallel increase the current. If the array is composed of Ns cells connected in series and Np cells 

connected in parallel, Eqn. ( 4-21) becomes: 

Io��s�[ = N�I�� − N�IT[exp 2 qVakTNU4 − 1] ( 4-26) 

In real cells, power is dissipated through the resistance of the contacts and through leakage currents 

around the sides of the device. These effects are equivalent electrically to two parasitic resistances in 

series Rs and in parallel Rsh with the cell (Figure 4-5). Rs depends on the contact resistance of the metal 

base with the p-type layer, the resistances of the p and n bodies, the contact resistance of the n layer with 
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the top metal grid and the resistance of the grid. Series resistance is a particular problem at high current 

densities, for instance under concentrated light. The Rsh resistance exists mainly due to the leakage current 

of the p-n junction and depends on the fabrication method of the PV cell. For an efficient cell, it is 

desirable for Rs to be as small as possible and Rsh to be as large as possible [24].  

 

Figure 4-5 Equivalent Circuit of PV cell using Single Diode Model 

PV array datasheets provide the following information: 

 Voc,n, Isc,n ,Kv, KI, Pmax 

This leaves three parameters unknown: a, Rs and Rsh. The value of the diode constant a expresses the 

degree of ideality of the diode and is entirely empirical with values ranging typically from 1-1.5[21]. An 

initial value between 1-1.5 can be chosen and this can be later modified to improve the model fitting of 

the I-V curve. The two remaining parameters Rs and Rsh, are also to be determined experimentally. Using 

the single diode model, a PV model was created in MapleSim (Figure 4-6). On the left are all the inputs 

for the model. The block ‘Current’ is used to generate the current Ipv as calculated by Eqn. ( 4-22) and 

Eqn.(4-23). The custom component ‘D1’ represents the diode which is in parallel to the current source Ipv. 

The current through the diode is calculated using Eqn. ( 4-24) and Eqn. ( 4-25). Resistances Rsh and Rs 

were added in the manner depicted in Figure 4-5. To produce an IV curve, a ramp voltage was used at the 

terminal. In addition, the power output is obtained by taking a product of the output from the current and 

voltage sensor blocks.  

  

Rsh 
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Figure 4-6 MapleSim Model of Single Junction Photovoltaic Cell 

4.2.2 Parameterization 

I-V Curve 

The I-V curve of an illuminated PV cell, as shown in Figure 4-7, provides many performance 

parameters such as the maximum power (Pmax), current and voltage at Pmax ( Imp and Vmp), fill factor and 

maximum efficiency. As a result, tests to obtain IV curves are commonly performed during research and 

validation of solar panel performance.  

 

Figure 4-7 I-V characteristic of a PV cell [21] 
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Test Setup 

A load simulator was used to sweep the current and measure the voltage from the panel at three 

different irradiation levels. Many of the aforementioned parameters are affected by ambient conditions 

such as temperature and the intensity and spectrum of the light source. It was therefore necessary to test 

PV cells using similar lighting and temperature conditions for each test. A pyranometer was used to 

measure the irradiance of the incident light and a thermocouple was used to measure the temperature at 

which the test was conducted. NI PXI and Labview were used to acquire, analyze and display the results 

of the I-V characterization tests.  

When there is no light source to generate current, the solar cells behave like a diode. As the light intensity 

increases, current is generated. Figure 4-8 shows the qualitative effect of the light intensity on the IV 

curve. 

 

Figure 4-8 Effect of Light Intensity on IV curve of Solar Cell [25] 

Series resistance in solar cells represents the contact resistance between the metal contact and silicon 

as well as the resistance of the top and rear metal contacts. Figure 4-9 shows the effect of the series 

resistance on the IV curve. Shunt resistance exists mainly due to leakage current of the p-n junction and 

depends on the fabrication method of the photovoltaic cell. The amount of current flowing through the 

solar p-n junction is reduced due to the leakage current and leads to power losses. Figure 4-10 shows the 

effect of the shunt resistance on the IV curve. In an ideal cell, shunt resistance would be infinite, removing 

the alternate path for current to flow, while series resistance would be zero. Parameters (a, Rs, Rsh ) were 

experimentally determined through comparing the software vs hardware IV curves. Figure 4-11 shows the 

IV curve of the tuned model vs. the hardware at three different irradiations. At each irradiation level, two 

Light Intensity 

No Light 
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tests were run and the results were averaged. The system will be regulated around 12V and from Figure 

4-12, the percent error between the model and hardware is less than 2% for voltages below 17V.   

                  

Figure 4-9 Effect of Rs on IV curve of solar cell [25] 

 

Figure 4-10 Effects of Rsh on IV curve of solar cell[25] 

 

 

Figure 4-11 Hardware vs. Model IV curve 
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Figure 4-12 Percent Error between Solar Array and Model  

4.3 Lead Acid Battery 

4.3.1 Model 

For the test bench, a lead acid battery was used. As such, lead acid batteries will be modeled. The 

battery is recognized as one of the most complex component to model in an electrical system simulation 

of vehicles [26]. For this thesis, a simple yet effective model developed by R.A.Jackey [26] will be 

implemented in MapleSim 4. This battery model contains three major parts: an equivalent circuit model, a 

thermal model and a state of charge model. The input of the model is the current and ambient temperature 

while the outputs are voltage, State of Charge (SOC) and electrolyte temperature.  

Equivalent Circuit 

Figure 4-13 shows the equivalent circuit model used. This equivalent circuit empirically approximates 

the behaviour seen at battery terminals and does not model the internal chemistry of the lead-acid battery 

directly. The main branch approximates the battery dynamics and a parasitic branch accounts for the 

battery behaviour at the end of a charge. 
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Figure 4-13 Lead Acid Battery Equivalent Circuit Diagram 

The equations for each equivalent circuit element are presented as follows: 

The internal electromotive force (Em) or open-circuit voltage of one cell is modeled as 

�� = ��� − y�(273 + �)(1 − ��0) 
( 4-27) 

where ���is the open circuit voltage at full charge in volts, y� is a constant in volts/°C, � is the 

electrolyte temperature in °C, SOC is battery state of charge. 

The resistance (Y�) seen at the battery terminals was assumed to be independent of temperatures but 

varies with SOC and is approximated as  

Y� = Y��[1 + h�(1 − ��0)] 
( 4-28) 

where Y�is resistance in ohms, Y�� is Y�at SOC=1 in ohms, h� is a constant. 

A resistance (YQ) in the main branch of the battery is approximated by Eqn. ( 4-29) to vary with the 

battery’s state of charge 
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YQ = −YQ�ln (��0) 
( 4-29)  

where YQis the main branch resistance in ohms, YQ� is a constant in ohms 

The main branch capacitance (0Q) is approximated to vary with YQand a time constant �Qwhich models 

a voltage delay when battery current changed. 

0Q = �QYQ ( 4-30) 

where 0Qis main branch capacitance in Farads and �Qis main branch time constant in seconds  

A main branch resistance (Y9) varies with the current flowing through the main branch and increased 

exponentially as the battery SOC increased.  

Y9 = Y9� exp [h9Q(1 − ��0)]
1 + exp (h99 v�v ∗)  ( 4-31) 

R20 is a constant in Ohms, A21 is a constant, A22 is a constant, SOC is the battery state of charge, Im is the 

main branch current in Amps, I* is the nominal battery current in Amps. 

The parasitic current (v{) is dependent on the electrolyte temperature and the voltage at the parasitic 

branch. It is modeled as  

v{ = !w��{�exp 
 
¡¡
¢!w� (�{& + 1)£

!w� + h{ ¤1 − ��"¥
¦
§§̈ 

( 4-32) 

 

where !w� is the voltage at the parasitic branch in volts, �{� is a constant in seconds, �{ is a parasitic 

branch time constant in seconds, !w�is a constant in volts, h{ is a constant, � is the electrolyte 

temperature in °C, �" is electrolyte freezing temperature in °C. 
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Thermal Model  

The thermal model estimates the battery’s electrolyte temperature. Ambient temperature and internal 

resistive losses both affect the change in electrolyte temperature. The electrolyte temperature is 

approximated as 

�(1) = ����	 + © (ª� − (� − �)Y« )
0«

	
� ¬� 

( 4-33) 

where �is ambient temperature in °C, ����	is the battery’s initial temperature, ª�is the power loss in 

watts, Y«is the thermal resistance in °C/Watts, 0«was the thermal capacitance in Joules/°C, t is simulation 

time in seconds. 

State of Charge (SOC) Model 

Lastly, the state of charge subsystem is used to track the battery’s state of charge. To track the amount 

of charge was extracted from the battery; an integration of the current through the main branch was 

performed. The extracted charge is described as  

�(1) = �_���	 + © −v�(�)¬�	
�  ( 4-34) 

where Qe_init was the initial extracted charge in Amp-seconds, Im was the main branch current in Amps, � 

was the integration time variable, t was the simulation time in seconds. 

The battery’s state of charge measures the fraction of charge remaining in the battery. Thus, the state 

of charge was calculated as 

��0 = 1 − �0  ( 4-35) 

where C was the battery’s capacity in Amp-seconds. This value was assumed to be constant. 

This lead acid model was implemented in MapleSim and is shown in Figure 4-14.  On the top left of the 

figure are the model’s two inputs, current and ambient temperature. The custom component ‘Thermal’ 

was created to calculate the electrolyte temperature using Eqn. ( 4-33). The main branch current Im , is 

used as an input to the block ‘SOC’ to calculate the batteries state of charge according to Eqn. ( 4-34) and 

Eqn.  ( 4-35). The six custom component blocks labelled ‘computeXXX’ were used to calculate each of 
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the equivalent circuit elements using Eqns. ( 4-27) - ( 4-32). These were then used as inputs for the block 

‘Equivalent Circuit’. This block consists of the battery’s equivalent circuit as depicted in Figure 4-13. The 

parasitic branch is however replaced by block ‘Ip’ which calculates the parasitic branch current according 

to Eqn. ( 4-32). The components ‘CS1’ and ‘VS1’ are current and voltage sensors respectively. 

 

 

Figure 4-14 MapleSim Model of Lead Acid Battery 
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4.3.2 Parameterization 

Charge/Discharge Curve 

The charge/discharge curve of a battery is used to show voltage as a function of time under a variety of 

different loading conditions. These curves can reveal characteristics of a battery such as battery life, 

voltage levels and number of usable charge cycles. As a result, charge cycle tests are commonly 

performed to validate the performance of a battery.  

Test Setup 

To perform the charge cycle testing, the load simulator will once again be used. The battery was charged 

with a 6/2A 12V manual battery charger before each test. The load simulator was configured to limit the 

current to the desired rate of charge. Since a charged battery had a higher voltage than the voltage set 

point on the load simulator, the current limit was immediately enforced and the load simulator voltage 

increased to equal the voltage of the battery. In this instance, the battery will discharge and the voltage on 

both the battery and the load simulator will decrease until the desired un-charged voltage level is reached. 

The discharge cycle test was performed at three different discharge rates.  

Parameters were tuned so that the discharge curve of the model was comparable to that of the batteries 

on the test bench. Figure 4-15 shows the discharge curve of the tuned model vs. the hardware at three 

different discharge rates.  

Two tests were run at each discharge rate and their results were averaged. It can be seen that for about 

70% of each discharge, the results of model and actual battery almost overlap. The majority of the error 

arises near the end of the discharge, where the physical battery reports a quicker discharge compared to 

the model. This may be due to the deterioration of the battery’s health. It should be noted that since the 

test setup does not have temperature control, it was not possible to tune the thermal aspects of the model. 
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Figure 4-15 Lead Acid Battery Discharge Curve (Hardware Vs Software) 

4.4 Motor and Flywheel 

4.4.1 Model 

For mobility, Spirit and Opportunity each used six Maxon RE0-20 brush motors [2]. However on the test 

bench, one DC shunt motor was used to represent the energy required to move the entire rover. 

Accordingly, a DC shunt motor was modeled.  It should be noted that the motor used on the test bench 

does not represent any single wheel motor on a rover. Figure 4-16 shows the equivalent circuit of a DC 

shunt motor.  
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Figure 4-16 DC Shunt Motor Equivalent Circuit 

 

This was used to create a model within MapleSim (Figure 4-17). The input of this model is the applied 

voltage which is represented by component ‘Vb’,  Ra represents the total resistance of the armature 

winding, Rf represents the total resistance of the field winding, La is the armature inductance and Lf is the 

field inductance. The component ‘Rotational EMF’ was connected to the equivalent circuit to transform 

electrical energy to rotational mechanical energy. The equations for the rotational EMF component are 

¯��" = �� ∙ � 
( 4-36) 

� = −�� ∙ \ 
( 4-37) 

where k is the transformation coefficient in (Nm/A) 

The ‘Bearing Friction’ component represents the total bearing friction in the motor-flywheel assembly. 

The bearing friction torque �8" is a function of shaft speed, bearing load, bearing temperature, bearing 

construction and lubrication used.  An assumption has been made in this model that the bearing friction is 

a function of only the shaft speed. This assumption is acceptable as the bearing load is usually constant 

and independent of the load torque and all other factors are relatively constant for certain operation 

conditions. This relationship is defined by a lookup table and can be obtained experimentally. 

 The ‘Rotational Inertia’ component was used to represent the inertia of the flywheel. The equation for 

the rotational inertia component is 
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� = v ∙ � 
( 4-38) 

Where I is the inertia of the flywheel in kgm
2
 and  � is the angular acceleration in rad/s

2
. 

The outputs of this model are input current, input voltage, torque and speed. This model is used within 

a speed controlled feedback loop. Since this is a shunt motor, the field winding is connected in parallel 

with the armature. Small gauge wires are used for the shunt windings which allows for a higher number of 

turns. Since the electromotive force is proportional to the number of turns in the coil, a very strong 

magnetic field can be produced. 

The power supplied to the motor can be described by  

ª�� = v × ! 
( 4-39) 

The mechanical power Pout is the power reacted by the back emf and can be described by 

ª7±	 = ¯��"\ = � × � 
( 4-40) 
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Figure 4-17 MapleSim Model of Motor/Flywheel 

4.4.2 Parameterization 

With Ra, Rf, La and Lf being given by the motor’s manufacturer, the remaining parameters to be 

determined are friction losses and k which will be determined experimentally. The power to run the motor 

at a constant speed (Torque=0) is the motor’s power loss. Thus, to characterize the motor-flywheel 

assembly, the motor was run with the flywheel at 10 different speeds, and parameters were tuned such that 

power loss vs. speed curve was comparable between the hardware and the model (Figure 4-18). Once 

again, two sets of data were obtained for each speed and averaged. Figure 4-19 shows the percent error of 

the model with respect to the experimental data.  

vb 
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Figure 4-18 Motor/Flywheel Power Loss vs. Speed 

 

Figure 4-19 Percent Error between Motor and Model 
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4.5 Auxiliary Power 

The primary purpose of the rovers was to search for and characterize a wide range of rocks and soils that 

hold clues to past water activity on Mars. Hence, the use of science instruments is equally important as 

enabling technologies like mobility.  Power consumption of scientific instruments and communication 

devices vary throughout its operation. In this work, models were not created to predict the power 

consumption of the auxiliary devices. Instead, the average power utilization of the devices, as provided in 

Table 2-1, were applied and assumed to be constant while in operation.  This was done with the 

assumption that as the software library expands, more accurate load profiles of these devices will become 

available, improving the accuracy of the test platform. Although constant loads were used, the modularity 

of the test bench allows for any load profile to be utilized.   

Attempting to closely mirror possible surface operations, two possible load cycles were created.  

Figure 4-20 shows a Gantt chart of a possible surface operation schedule for a full activity day and Figure 

4-21 shows the day’s corresponding power utilization. During the winter months, there are fewer hours in 

a day with sunlight and the solar intensity is reduced significantly. Thus, typically mission planners 

reduce the amount of tasks to be completed for these months. Figure 4-22 shows a Gantt chart of a 

possible surface operation schedule for a reduced activity day and Figure 4-23 shows the day’s 

corresponding power utilization.  

 

Figure 4-20 Summer - Full Activity Surface Operation Gantt Chart 
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Figure 4-21 Summer - Full Activity Power Utilization Graph 

 

 

Figure 4-22 Winter -Reduced Activity Surface Operation Gantt Chart 
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Figure 4-23 Winter - Reduced Activity Power Utilization Graph 

Note: The DC-DC Converter and Solar Charge Controller were simply modeled as constant power loss 

based on their efficiency from their specification sheets (see Appendix A).  

A library was created within MapleSim consisting of all the models discussed in this chapter. Users can 

select different components to be used for their model by simply dragging and dropping the component 

from the library to the workspace. As the number of components modeled within this library grows, 

varying types of rovers in different environments can be simulated, providing great flexibility. With all 

the components modeled, a full vehicle model can be built. The next chapter will discuss how these 

models were implemented within Labview to work together with the hardware discussed in Chapter 3 for 

HIL testing. 
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Figure 4-24 MapleSim Component Library and Rover Model 
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Chapter 5 
Hardware-in-the-Loop Implementation 

 

The framework of the hardware in the loop simulation is depicted in Figure 5-1. Using the path planning 

optimization and the rover dynamics model, the vehicle’s position, orientation, tilt, speed and mobility 

power consumption were calculated. These were used as inputs to the models created within MapleSim 

(described in Chapter 4). To incorporate the hardware components, communication between the software 

and hardware has to be established thus the MapleSim models were imported individually within the 

Labview Real-Time environment.  Labview Real-Time is crucial to this test platform as it has timing 

functions to precisely control the execution of loops and communicate data deterministically between 

parts of real time programs. Within LabView Real-Time, a program consisting of the rover’s powertrain 

model, controls and sensor measurements for the hardware components, and a Graphical User Interface 

(GUI) for the HIL testing was created. This program was uploaded to the embedded computer within 

National Instruments PXI where the real time simulation is run and communication between the hardware 

components and the software model is established. The following sections describe the real time program 

within LabView as well as the GUI for the HIL testing. 

 

Figure 5-1 HIL simulation Framework 

Rover 

Dynamics 
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5.1 Vehicle Program 

Every program written in LabView consists of two components; one being the Virtual Instrument (VI) 

block diagram where the source code is developed, the other being the front panel where the GUI for the 

program is developed. In this section, the block diagram of the program will be described. Section 5.2 will 

describe the GUI of the program.  

  The program consisted of two simulation loops. The purpose of the first loop was for input generation. 

Information regarding vehicle position, orientation, tilt and speed were stored as Excel files and were 

extracted in the form of lookup tables within the program. Vehicle position, orientation and tilt were used 

as inputs to the MapleSim irradiation model (as shown in Figure 5-2) to generate an irradiation profile for 

the simulation. A desired speed profile and an auxiliary load profile were also extracted from the Excel 

files. These generated profiles were stored in arrays to be used by the second loop. Since the first loop was 

used purely for generating inputs, it was not synchronized with a timing source. Running this loop without 

any timing restrictions allows for the fastest possible runtime. The second simulation loop, on the other 

hand, was used to perform real-time HIL testing and was thus synchronized with a 1 kHz clock.  

 

Figure 5-2 MapleSim Irradiation Model within Labview  

The second loop contains all the MapleSim powertrain component models, controls the lighting and 

motor and performs all the data logging. The irradiation profile generated from the first loop was used to 

control the duty cycle for the PWM lighting control (Figure 5-3). Eqn. (3-1) was used to relate the 
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irradiation to the duty cycle. A PWM signal was created by producing a simple digital pulse train in terms 

of frequency and duty cycle. At the beginning of every iteration, the duty cycle was checked and if 

changed, the new duty cycle was set using the DAQmx Write VI function within LabView. Otherwise, the 

false case of the case structure executed and nothing was updated. 

 

 

 

Figure 5-3 PWM Lighting Control in LabView 

The irradiation profile was also used as an input to the solar array model. Figure 5-4 shows the 

MapleSim model of the solar array imported within LabView. The output of this model is the power 

generated signal. The auxiliary load profile from the first loop is used as an input to control the electronic 

load simulator. The control of the load simulator was done using a Labview VI which was supplied by the 

load simulator manufacturer Sorensen [27]. Figure 5-5 shows the portion of the program which controls 

the throttle for the DC motor. The angular position of the flywheel is recorded and the angular velocity is 

calculated. This is fed to Labview’s Proportional-Integral Control SubVI which then outputs the necessary 

throttle signal.  

 

Eqn. (3-1) Relationship between 

Irradiaition and Duty Cycle 

Irradiation Profile  
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Figure 5-4 Maplesim Solar Array Model in LabView 

 

Figure 5-5 Motor Control in LabView 
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Like the previous components, the MapleSim battery model was imported within Labview. It takes the 

net current and ambient temperature and outputs the battery SOC, electrolyte temperature as well as 

current and voltage. Figure 5-6 shows the data acquisition portion of the program. Calibration factors 

discussed in Chapter 3 were applied here for each sensor. 

 

Figure 5-6 Data Acquisition in Labview 

As hardware components become available, their models are replaced with the hardware as well as the 

associated sensors for data acquisitioning. Thus, depending on which hardware components are added to 

the simulation, different portions of the second loop are activated/ deactivated. This is done through a case 

structure within LabView. For example, if the solar arrays were available for testing , the irradiation 

profile from the environment loop was used to control the duty cycle of the PWM controlled lighting 

system, the solar array model was deactivated and corresponding sensors were activated to perform data 

acquisitioning from the hardware. On the other hand, if solar arrays were unavailable for testing, the solar 

array model were activated with its input being the generated irradiation profile and the corresponding 

Sensor 

calibration 

factors 

from 

Chapter 3 
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sensors were deactivated.  When all hardware is available, all the models were deactivated while all 

sensors were activated.  

 

5.2 LabView GUI 

This program also provides a Graphical User Interface (GUI) where users can change any of the design 

parameters on each modeled component, define simulation parameters as well as view simulation results 

in real-time. The GUI (shown in Figure 5-7), was divided into 4 parts. The first plot in part 1 plots the 

vehicle’s tilt and orientation while the second one plots the predicted irradiation (from irradiation model) 

as well as the real time information on the actual radiation level as measured by the pyranometer. The last 

plot shows the auxiliary power consumption which is either directly from a lookup table or from actual 

sensor measurements of the load simulator, depending on the test. By selecting the Test Parameter tab at 

the top, the simulation parameters are displayed and can be changed (Figure 5-8). In this section, the user 

can select which hardware component is connected for testing, information regarding the environment, 

hardware information regarding the lighting system and the load simulator as well as the output files of 

the simulation.  

Section 2 shows the solar panel output (current and voltage) if solar panels are connected, otherwise it 

will display the solar panel model’s outputs. If the solar panel model is used, parameters for the model are 

displayed and can be modified in the parameters section (Figure 5-8).  

Section 3 shows the battery’s state of charge, the charging or discharging current and a 

charging/discharging indicator if the battery’s connected. Otherwise, the battery model is used and results 

from the model are displayed. If the model is used, parameters for the model are displayed and can be 

modified in the parameters section (Figure 5-8). 

If the motor is connected, Section 4 shows the power consumed by the motor and its angular velocity 

otherwise it will display the motor model’s outputs. If the motor model is used, parameters for the model 

are displayed and can be modified in the parameters section (Figure 5-8). 
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Figure 5-7 HIL GUI –Real Time Plots 
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Figure 5-8 HIL GUI Parameter Inputs 
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5.3 Signal Scaling 

The hardware components used on the test bench were selected based on the size of the system; however, 

in a real HIL testing application where novel or prototype hardware is being tested, it may be necessary to 

scale the signals in and out of the prototype system to represent the system’s actual size. Especially in the 

space industry, construction of a full-sized prototype can be expensive (e.g. a triple junction solar cell vs. 

a triple junction solar array). A scaling technique based on Buckingham’s Pi Theorem [28] can be used in 

a HIL application to obtain scaling factors which ensure dynamic similarity between systems. This 

technique was applied successfully in an HIL application for hybrid-electric vehicle powertrain 

components [29] as well as in other applications [30][31][32]. This technique will be explained in the 

following section.  

Dimensional analysis, a technique used to find or verify relations of physical quantities by using their 

dimensions, has its roots in work by Euler, Newton, Fourier, Maxwell and Rayleigh. Their work led to the 

method of dimensional scaling which was formalized in the Buckingham Pi theorem.  This theorem is 

based on the idea that if there is a physical process, such as ( + ² = :, where every term has the same 

units, then each term can be divided through to get an expression without any units, 
� + 8� = 1. The terms 

� and 
8� are dimensionless and represent nothing in the real world, however it allows for a reduction in 

parameters to describe the physical process. These dimensionless terms are called pi groups. The steps to 

finding the pi groups are outlined in Appendix E. 

If the pi groups used to describe the physical system are equivalent between two systems, then it is said 

that they are dynamically similar. In this manner, Buckingham’s Pi Theorem can be used to obtain scaling 

factors which ensure dynamic similarity between systems. For example, one prototype solar cell can be 

tested in a HIL environment to estimate the performance of an entire solar array on a rover.  The method 

of obtaining scaling factors to ensure dynamic similarity will be illustrated with a battery. The dynamic 

system equations of a battery using a simple lumped model are 

!³ = %��

�,�(!́ µ − v × Y��	) 
( 5-1) 

��0¶ = ��0� = − 1 v ( 5-2) 
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To apply the dimensionless variable method, six steps are involved [28]. 

Step 1: determine the number of system parameters n 

n=7 =>Q, Voc, Rint, I, Vt, �, Vnom (since ncells,s is already dimensionless, it is excluded in the list) 

Step 2: List the dimensions of each parameter  

Q Voc Rint I Vt � Vnom 

sA N9�·&W¸hWQ N9�·&W¸hW9 A N9�·&W¸hWQ s N9�·&W¸hWQ 

 

Step 3: Determine m and Qpi.  

m=3 => N9�·, &, h (since N9�· always appear together, the two can be combined into a new composite 

dimension) 

Qpi=n-m =7-3=4 => 4 pi groups 

Step 4: Choose m scaling parameters, ensuring their product contains all the dimensions of the system. 

!%'N ∗ Y\%1 ∗ � = [N9�·&W¸hWQ][N9�·&W¸hW9][&] = [N9�·]9[&]W¹[h]W¸  
( 5-3) 

Step 5: Add one additional parameter to the m repeating parameters to form a power product. 

Algebraically find the exponents that make the product dimensionless. Repeat this Qpi times to form Qpi pi 

groups. 

bQ = !�7�Y��	8�� 

[h]�[N9�·]�[&]� = (&h)(N9�·&W¸hWQ)(N9�·&W¸hW9)8(&)�  

( 5-4) 

Solving for a, b, c, we obtain, a=-1, b=1, c=-1 and thus, 

bQ = Y��	!�7�� ( 5-5) 

Continuing in a similar manner, we obtain the remaining pi groups (Appendix F for detail) 

b9 = xº»x¼½¾  b¸ = z}¿¼Àx¼½¾  bÁ = xÂx¼½¾  
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The resulting pi groups, including the number of cells ncells,s and the state of charge SOC, are given in 

Table 5-1.  

Table 5-1 Scaling Pi Groups 

Dimensionless variable Variable grouping 

bQ Y��	!�7�� 

b9 !́ µ!�7� 

b¸ vY��	!�7�  

bÁ !³!�7� 

b¹ ncells,s bÃ ��0¶ � 

 

Step 6: Write the final dimensionless function  

!³ = %��

�,�(!́ µ − v × Y��	) 

!³!�7� = %��

�,� 2 !́ µ!�7� − v × Y��	!�7� 4 

bÁ = b¹(b9 − b¸) 

( 5-6) 

��0¶ = − 1 v 

���0¶ = − �¯�7�Y��	
vY��	!�7�  

bÃ = − b¸bQ 

( 5-7) 

From Eqn. ( 5-6) and Eqn. ( 5-7),  bÁ and bÃ are equivalent between two systems as long as bQ, b9, b¸ and b¹ are equivalent. By definition, any ratio of dimensionless variables can also be defined as 

a pi group. Thus, we can define bÄ =  ÅÆÅÇ . For dynamic similarity, the following scaling equivalency 
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(Table 5-2) must be applied with the additional requirement of bQ,� = bQ,?. The subscripts s and h denotes 

software and hardware respectively. 

Table 5-2 Scaling Equivalency 

Hardware Software 

v?  v� Y��	,� × !�7�,?Y��	,? × !�7�,�  

!� !? !�7�,� × %��

�,�,�!�7�,? × %��

�,�,? 

 

Figure 5-9 shows a schematic diagram showing how scaling would be used. The current signal 

generated from the software model would be multiplied by a scaling factor � = }¿¼À,È×x¼½¾,É}¿¼À,É×x¼½¾,È .   This current 

would be applied from a programmable power supply to the physical battery. The voltage that is measured 

across the battery would be scaled by a factor of � = x¼½¾,È×�ÊËÌÌÈ,È,Èx¼½¾,É×�ÊËÌÌÈ,È,É. This scaled voltage signal would be 

fed back to the software model. Scaling can be easily applied to signals however, in an actual HIL 

application, scaling of parameters that are not inputs or outputs will be based on the construction of the 

HIL hardware component. In this example, on top of the scaling factors, the values for bQ = Í}¿¼Àx¼½¾Î must 

also be equal. If both batteries had the exact same construction and chemistry then !�7� and � should be 

equal. Therefore, in order for the two system’s bQ value to be equal, the ratio of Q must be the inverse of 

the ratio of Rint.  

 

 

 

 

  

� 
Current Is Current Ih 

Hardware 

(Battery) 
Software  

Powertrain 

Model 
� Voltage Vs 

Voltage Vh 

Figure 5-9 Schematic Diagram of Scaling Process (� and � are scaling factors) 
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Chapter 6 
Simulations and HIL Experimental Results 

Using the pure software powertrain model, simulation was run under full load in summer conditions. The 

result (Figure 6-1) shows the power generated by the solar panels given a reasonable vehicle orientation 

and tilt profile, the power consumed for instrumentation and mobility and the battery SOC throughout a 

Martian day. From midnight to sunrise, power is consumed while no sunlight is available. Accordingly, 

the battery’s SOC is steadily decreasing. As the power generated overtakes the power consumed, the 

battery’s SOC begins to dip and rise until an upper limit for charging is reached.  As the sun sets, the 

power consumed is once again higher than the power generated and the battery’s SOC begins to drop. 

Every time the power generated curve and power consumed curve intersect, the battery’s SOC curve 

changes direction. 

 

Figure 6-1 Summer Full Load - Pure Software 
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Next, a test was run using all the hardware on the test bench as described in Chapter 4 and the results 

are shown in Figure 6-2. We can see a similar general trend for the power generation, consumption and 

battery SOC between the software models and the hardware test results. However, at the end of the day, 

the software model estimated a battery SOC of 39% where in reality, the hardware shows a battery SOC 

of 24%. The discrepancy between the software simulation and the hardware test is evident and shows the 

importance of incorporating hardware in power level estimation as component modeling errors 

accumulate within a system.  

 

 

Figure 6-2 Summer Full Load - Pure Hardware vs. Pure Software 

To demonstrate the ability to estimate power levels without all the hardware components, two more 

tests were run; first with solar arrays in the loop and the second with solar array, load simulator and motor 

in the loop.  
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In the first test, the solar array’s output measurements (current and voltage) were fed in to the software 

powertrain model where IsolarxVsolar-Ploss-chargecontroller=Pgenerated. The solar array component within the 

software model has been deactivated. Also, the load simulator was used to absorb the power generated. 

The results are shown in Figure 6-3. 

 

Figure 6-3 Summer Full Load - Pure Hardware vs. Solar Panel in the Loop 

In the second test, the solar array’s output measurements were used in the same manner as the first test. 

This time, it was connected to a battery through the charge controller for absorbing the power generated. 

The load simulator is programmed to draw the power used for instrumentation and other auxiliary devices 

while a constant power supply is used to power the motor connected to the flywheel. Again, the current 

and voltage measurements were fed in to the software powertrain model however this time, only the 

battery model is activated in the simulation. The results are shown in Figure 6-4. 
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Figure 6-4 Summer Full Load - Pure Hardware vs. Solar Panel, Motor, Load Simulator in the loop 

In both cases, the power level was compared to the pure hardware case by looking at the battery SOC. 

In Figure 6-4, only the battery was modeled and as expected, the results of this HIL testing matched more 

closely with the pure hardware test compared to the pure software simulation.  The results show that as 

more hardware components are added, the power level estimation became more accurate.  

To demonstrate the test bench’s power estimation capabilities, several drive cycles and scenarios were 

created and tested. As mentioned, seasonal effects on the power generation of a solar powered rover can 

be significant. Thus, the winter and summer conditions were created where summer is expected to allow a 

much greater amount of power generated. For the winter scenario, the driving and communication loads 

are shifted to begin later in the day and end earlier in the day to accommodate for the change in hours of 

sunlight. 
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Figure 6-5 Winter Full Load (Pure Hardware) 

Figure 6-5 shows that the state of charge of the battery drops off to about 10% by the end of the day 

and it is clear that the same tasks cannot be performed during the winter months compared to the summer 

months. At this point, the designer and/or mission planner will have a better idea of the rover’s 

capabilities and may decide to create a different task list for the rover during winter months or make 

sizing changes to the components. A different drive cycle was created with reduced loads to demonstrate 

how the system behaves this time (Figure 6-6). With the reduced load, the state of charge of the battery at 

the end of the day is 44%.  
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Figure 6-6 Winter Reduced Load (Pure Hardware) 

 

At the time of experimentation, the rover dynamic model could not be executed together with the rover 

powertrain model because the two models were developed independently and used a different engine 

within MapleSim 4. The issue was resolved in the recent release of MapleSim 5 at which point it was 

possible to incorporate the dynamic model within the software library. It was mentioned that as the library 

of components expands, the accuracy of the simulations can be improved.  This can be demonstrated by 

running a simulation which included the rover dynamic model. Incorporation of the rover dynamic model 

shows how the effects of the extra rolling resistance generated at the tire-soil interface as well as the 

elevation changes can affect the rover’s overall power consumption. The results of this simulation are 

shown in Figure 6-7.  The inclusion of the rover dynamic model within the simulation loop does not affect 

the power generation. However, when the rover is traveling, the power consumption is higher because the 

dynamic model considers the extra resistance that must be overcome at the tire-soil interface.  
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Figure 6-7 Summer Full Load Pure Software including Rover Dynamic Model 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

A Hardware-in-the-Loop test platform for planetary rovers was designed, fabricated and tested.  There are 

many applications for the test platform including power estimation, component testing and validation of 

the power management optimization algorithm as well as the path planning optimization algorithm. This 

test platform can be used for various types of rovers in different environments however for demonstrating 

the operation of the test platform, the power system operation of a solar powered rover on Mars was 

tested. A library of simple mathematical models of main powertrain components of a rover were created 

in MapleSim including the solar array, battery and motor. As well, a model was created to estimate the 

solar radiation as experienced by a tilted surface throughout a day. This takes into account the location of 

the rover on the planet, the day of the year as well as the vehicle’s tilt and orientation.  

On the hardware side, a test bench which consists of a lighting system, solar array, battery, motor, 

flywheel and load simulator was designed. The intensity of the light can be controlled to track the light 

level estimated for a Martian day. Sensors and data acquisition were set up to assess component 

performance throughout a drive cycle. To enable communication between hardware and software, the 

MapleSim models were imported within LabView where a complete rover powertrain model was created. 

Real time simulations were achieved using Labview Real-time in conjunction with National Instrument’s 

PXI. Pure software simulations were run with the rover powertrain model. Subsequent tests were then run 

with additional hardware components replacing their respective models within the simulation loop.  

Full simulations with all the hardware components on the test bed were run at different drive cycles.  

For each test, a different environment and load cycle was used to demonstrate the ability of the test 

platform to predict the power availability of the rover throughout a drive cycle. This was done by 

measuring input and outputs of each component to determine the level of power generation, power 

consumption by traction motor and auxiliary loads as well as the battery’s state of charge. These tests 

showed the effectiveness of a HIL test platform in estimating the rover’s power level. 

Compared to pure software simulations, these tests have the advantage that the output actually 

indicates hardware performance as opposed to estimated performance and therefore provides a more 

accurate overall estimate of the system performance. These tests also show that one of the major benefits 

of the HIL test bench is the ability to evaluate the rover’s performance without having a rover prototype 
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or even all the hardware components available. As well, these hardware components would be real 

hardware that will eventually be in a rover prototype and thus bridges the gap between design and 

implementation. Not only does the modularity of this test bench allow designers to quickly compare 

performance of different designs of a component or configurations, but it also allows the methodologies 

outlined in this paper to be extended to other types of vehicles. 

Future work for implementing the test platform includes: 1) Implementing temperature control to the 

test bench since performance of powertrain components are affected by temperature changes; 2) Using six 

independently controlled motor to estimate actual power utilization of the wheel motors; 3) Expanding the 

component library such that different rovers can be modeled/ tested and also different aspects of the rover 

can be simulated. For example, various tire models can be added to the library to compare its effects on 

the rover’s overall power consumption in different terrains. As well, effects of atmospheric dust 

accumulation, wind and storms all play an important role in the actual irradiation experienced by the solar 

panels. Adding these models in the library will also contribute to improved accuracy in simulating the 

environment. 4) Implementing a more sophisticated lighting system using xenon solar simulators with 

filters to shape the spectral output such that the solar spectrum as experienced on Mars can be more 

closely simulated; These amendments will allow for a realistic test platform with which accurate power 

level estimation can be performed.  
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Appendix A 

Hardware Data Sheets 

Solar Panels Technical Specifications 
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12V 30A Solar Charge Controller Technical Specifications 

 

 

Lead Acid Battery Technical Specifications  

MotoMaster Battery Value 

Rated Capacity 10Ah 

Nominal Voltage 12V 

Operating Temperature Range 

 
charge  10 - 45C 

discharge  -20 - 55C 

Storage Temperature Range 

1 year  -20 - 25C 

3 month 25 - 40C 

1 week 40 - 60C 
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DC Shunt Motor Technical Specifications 

24 Volt Shunt Wound Drive Motor (ES-71A-52)   

Armature Resistance  0.009 ohms at 25C 

Field Resistance 0.98 ohms at 25C 

Max Armature Current 300 amps 

Max Field Current 25 amps 

Continuous Armature Current  50 amps 

Continuous Field Current  8 amps 
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Motor Controller (TSX500-416NI) 
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Load Simulator Technical Specifications (SLH 300-18-1800) 
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NI-PXI 8187 real time controller: www.ni.com 
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PXI 6229 Low cost M-series DAQ: www.ni.com 
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PXI 6259 High speed M-series DAQ 
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DCDC Converter 

 

Pyranometer 
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Thermocouple (CO3-K) 

 

Current Sensor 
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Voltage Sensor 
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Encoder  
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PWM Solid State Relay (18A) 

 

Lighting Control Circuit Diagram
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Appendix B 

Martian Environment  

Mars Surface Albedo [17] 
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Optical Depth as measured by Viking Lander 1[17] 

The two peaks were two global dust storms observed during the year.  

 

Optical Depth as measured by Viking Lander 2 [17] 
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Normalized Net Flux Function f(z,tau,al=0.1) at the Martian surface [18] 
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Normalized Net Flux Function f(z,tau,al=0.4)  at the Martian surface 
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Mars Temperature [33] 
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Appendix C 

Irradiation Model in MapleSim 
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Ls(deg) 

Latitude 

(Deg) 

Albedo 

Vehicle 

Tilt 

(Deg) 

Vehicle 

Orientation 

(Deg) 

Total Irradiation 

on Horizontal 

Surface 

Total 

Irradiation on 

Tilted Surface 
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Appendix D 

HIL Input/Output Pin out 
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Appendix E 

Buckingham Pi Theorem 

The Buckingham Pi Theorem states that every physically meaningful equation involving n 

parameters can be equivalently rewritten as an equation of Qpi pi groups, where {� = % − N, and m 

is the number of fundamental dimensions used [28]. The second part of the theorem shows how to 

find the pi groups which typically involves six steps: 

1) List and count the n parameters involved in the problem. If any important parameters are 

missing, dimensional analysis will fail. 

2) List the fundamental dimensions of each variable. 

3) Find Qpi and m where m is the number of dimensions and Qpi is the number of pi groups to be 

formed, {� = % − N. 

4) Choose m scaling parameters that do not form a pi product. The scaling parameters should be 

selected with some generality because they will appear in every one of the pi groups.  

5) Add one additional parameter to the m repeating parameters to form a power product. 

Algebraically find the exponents that make the product dimensionless. Do this sequentially, 

adding one new variable each time for Q times to form Q pi groups. 

6) Write the final dimensionless function and check the terms to make sure all pi groups are 

dimensionless. 
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Appendix F 

Scaling Pi Groups 
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